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Decline in Recent Science and Engineering Doctoral
Faculty Continues into 1978
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Assessment Highlights
The role of recent doctoral taculty' in the academic

community is considered by many to be an important
factor in the vitality of the academk enterprise. The ages
of the recent doctoral group generally :ange from the
midtwentieS to the midthirties. The proportion of recent
doctorates in the full-time faculty of 16 representative
S/E fields was 24 percent in 1978down from 28 percent
in 1975and 42 percent in 1968. Since 1975 the propor-
tions of recent doctorates have dropped by one-fifth or
more in biochemistry. biology. botany. electrical engi-
neering. and physic s.

The total number of tull-time doctoral taculty in,
creased by over 14 percent between 1968 and 1978 but
the number of recent doctorates (let reased by 39 per-
cent during this same period.

In the opinion of university S/t departnumt heads.
about three-tenths of the doctoral fac ulty should be
recent doctorates. Applying the department head's
standard to the total S/E doctoral faculty of ap-
proxiMately 36.000. the composition should have in-
cluded about 2,100 more recent doctorates in 1978. The
greatest differeoces.were in physics and chemistry, The
only field that had a sufficient proportion of recent dor-
'orates was economic s.

Recent doctoral faculty were more active than their
senior colleagues in submitting research proposals dur-
ing the 1976-77 period. They submitted slightly more
than one proposal per person compared to .136 per
senior doctorate. The greatest differences were
Observed in botany, chemical engineering, and
sociology, with the recent doctorates in these fields

Tv.1

being approximately 70 pert ent more active than their
Senior colleagues.

In general, according to department heads, recent
doctoral fac ulty were more likely to apply tor inde-
pendent rewarch support now than five years ago. This
opinion was expressed by 47 percent of the department
he'Øs.rveyed, while an additional 38 percent said that
there hai1n no change.

t or all fields c ombined. the recent doctorates were
experiencing about the same success as their senior
olleagues in terms of proposals that had been funded

.is of the time of the survey-15 percent compared to 59
percent. For both groups. decisions had not been made
on about 12 percent of the proposals submitted.

Introduction

Since at least the midsixties, there has been concern
about balance in the age composition of university and
collrge faculty. The higher education community first
began to give serious consideration to the implications
of the declining number of births in this country at a
time when there still was very rapid increase in faculty.
especially young faculty. Now, in almost all fields there
are fewer recent doctorates than desired by university
S/E department heads. For'the near term, the prospects
are not promising for attaining a faculty age distribution
c:onsidered desirable by these department heads.

The widesp'ead belief that the proportion of recent
doctoral faculty is directli related to the vitality of the
academic enterprise is based largely on impressions
rather than results of systematic invesbgations. In The
Structure of Scientific Revolutions, Thomas S. Kuhn
stated. this generalization about the role of youth in
fundamental sc ientific researc h is so common as to be a
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cliche. Furthermore a glance at almost any list ot
fundamental contributions to scientific theory will
provide impressionistic confirmation. Nevertheless, the
generalization badly needs systematic investigation.".:
Recent studies by Stephen Cole and Nancy Stern have
concluded that a scientist's age is not signifkantly cor-
related wit1C productivity or with the quality of work
published.' From their evidence, however, it can be
argued that young scientists are at least as productive of
quality research as their older colleagaes.

FOr scientists holding full-time faculty positions at
universities, there are other important reasons tot con-
cern about the proportion of recent doctorates.' In most
universities, new faculty are evaluated for tenure after a
probafionary period of usually five to sever. years. Those
who receive tenure, presumably the more productive in
leaching, research, and public service, are retained on
the faculty. Department heads have indicated that, on
average, approximately 30 percent of the faculty should
be recent doctorates.' Preiumably, this level enables the
tenure evaluationto provide the desired qualit.; control

Trends in Proportion of Recent Doctorates

The 1,809 departments surveyed in 16 representative
SA fields had 35,962 regular full-time doctoral faculty in
1978 (fable 1). This number is about 68 percent of the
total estimated number of full7time 5/E faculty of all
degree levels at all doctorate-granting institutions for
that year.

Beginning in 1968 the National Science foundation
has conducted several studies of the proportion of re-
cent doctoral faculty in doctoral-level Si. departments.
This proportion has dropped from 42 per( cut in 1968 to
24 percent in 1978 ichart

In all fields except economics, the proportion of
recent doctoral faculty, is now below the level con-
sidered desirable by department heads in a 1975 NSF-
sponsored survey!. The greatest disparities are in
hiochernistry and physics which have only about one-
half the desired percentage of recent dot total tar ulty
liable 21. In 12 of the 16 fields surveyecl. the 1978
proportions of recent doctoral faculty are below the
levels that the respondents to the 1975 survey expected
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Table 1. full-time doctoral facults and recent octoral faculty in
selected doctoral-level science/engineering rtments: 1978

t. .

to,tie reached by 1980. Since 1975 the proportions ot
recent doctorates have dropped by one titft, or mcire in
biochemistry. biology, bot?hy. electrical ..rigineering,
and physics.

f here is no universally ac cepted staiidard for the most
effective proportion of recent doctorates in the full-
time S/E faculty in these departments. In 1975 thc heads
of these departments induated that this proportion
should he 0.3. It one assumes that these desires. propor-
tions hase remained constant over time, theo the com-
position of the total s/I doctoral facultyapproximate-
Is 36.000should hasz included about 2,100 more

Dian 1. Proportion of maw fug-tioni doctoral faculty in
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Tabk 2. Difference between actual and desired percentages of
recent katime doctoral faculty In setected doctoral-level

science/englneering departments: 1978
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recent doctorates in 1978: Physics departments alone
account for one-fourth fif this number chart 21.

For the 333 departments that responded to each of the
four surveys,' the total number of full-time doctoral
faculty increased by over 14 percent between 1968 and
1978 while the number of recent doctorates decreased
by 39 percent. All of the growth VS 44, accounted for by
the senior doctorates whose numbers increased by 54
percent over ttie 11-year peruA. Thus, over the.period
1968-78 the number of senior doctorates in these
departments has increased more than eiiough to offset
the decline in the number of recent doctorates. Ob-
viously, manv of the senior doctorates came.from the
ranks of those who had been reported as new doc-
torates in earlier surveys.

Success In Obtaining Desearch Support

Because of the general belief that young sciencsts
have an important role in the Nation's.research enter-
prise, there is, naturally, concern that they receive a
proportionate share of research support. Operationally,
.this involves twe questiOns: (1) Do recent doctoral SA

.,faculty submit proposals for research support to the
'same degree as their senior colleagues? and (2) Do
recent doctorates enjoy success comparable to thit of
their senior colleagues in the competition for funding?

lftformation was sought for this survey on proposals"
submitted from July 1976 through lune 1977. Nec-
essarily, the analysis must account for the time lapse
from-submision of a proposal to its disposition by the
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funding agency. In ail cases. at least 10 months had
elapsed since the proposals had been subn:itted.
Depending on field, decisions on fpnding hau been
made atmut 64 percent to 94 percent of the proposals.

in 1976-77 the recent doctorates submitted, on
average, nearly 20 percent more'proposals than did their
senior colleagues, 1.02 proposals per recent doctorate
compared to .86 per senior doctorate. The greatest
differences by field were in botany, chemical °engineer-
ing, and sociology, with recent doctorates being ap-
proximately 70 percent more active than the senior
doctorates. Only in one field, electrical engineering,
were the senior doctorates the more active group (table
3).

Although recent doctorates generally outpaced
senior doctorates in the submission of proposals, they
were about as successful in terms of proposals funded
For all fields combined, 55 percent of the proposals
submitted by recent doctorates had been funded as of
the time of the survey compared to 59 percent for theil
senior colleagues. For both groups. dedsions had not
yet been made on slightly over one-tenth of the
proposals submitted. Among the ;ndividual fields, the
recent doctorates in biochemistry and botany were
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Table 3. Iteseards proposak sabraltftd by .41-dme recent and
realm doctoral faculty in selected dettarallerel

-stleate/engineedna departmenb: 1978
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experiencing slightly greater success in the proportion
of funded proposals than their senior colleagues. Tile
least success was experienced by the recent doctorates
in mining and mineral engineering.

From the information presented above, it appears that
recent doctorftes are active in applying for research
support. indOendent confirmation of this conclusion
was provided by department heads, who reported that.
in their opinion, recent doctoral faculty are generally
more likely to apply for independent research support
now as compared with five years ago. This opinion was
expressed by 47 percent of the department heads, while
2rt additional 36 percent said that there had been no
change.

National Science Foundation
Washington. D C 20550
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Expected Ful-Thue Docbaral Faculty Hires for
197149

The heads of the 1,609 departments in 16 S/E fields
surveyed reported that in 1978-79 tbey expect to hire
2380 doctoral faculty, 6.3 percent of the 197748 full-
time doctoral faculty (table 4). More than TO percent of
the eXpected hires, are expected to be aisistant
profeisors, most of whom may be expectettri be recent
doctorates.- There is considerable variation amongfields
in the proportion of expected hires in um assistant .

professor rank, ranging from 84 percent in microbiology,
to only 39 percent in Mining and mineral engineering.
Approximately one-fourth of all the expected assistant
professor hires are in mathematics and psychointw, two
fields that are only slightly below the levels of recent
doctorates desired by department heads.

Table 4. Expected bill-time doctoral fact* lobes by.arademk
rank bi selected doctoral-level ideate/engineering

departments: 1978-79
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